
2015-2016 Zen Advance Class Topics, Reading List and Schedules 

Prepared by Lotus Vu, For Regina Zen Sangha 

This is likely going to be the last time I will be delivering the practitioner class in Regina.  Since it will be 
delivered only once a week to a small group of practitioner who has been doing meditation for some time 
and is somewhat ready for the bumpy roadmap and stripped down Rated Mature version of Spiritual 
Awakening Journey. 

I am making this as comprehensive and in depth as possible compiling a reading list for each week and 
also I will be adding my own research as well to be handed out through email for your reading. 

This course will cover some the basic information on these foundational topics for a Zen Spiritual Journey 
roadmap but will have a more in-depth coverage through practical experiences from my own practice, my 
teacher's experiences and other mediation masters' experiences I have came across during my reading 
and research into the journey of transformation. 

Week 1 - Twelve Nidanas (12 Dependent Origination) - An in-depth review of phenomena and 
causation of suffering.   

READING LIST:  

1. http://reginazen.webs.com/Twelve%20Dependent%20Origination.pdf 

2. http://www.buddhanet.net/e-learning/snapshot05.htm 

Week 2 - The Yogacara study of Consciousness  

READING LIST: 

1. VERSES DELINEATING THE EIGHT CONSCIOUSNESS  by Tripitaka Master Hsuan-Tsang of the 
Tang Dynasty - Translation and Explanation by Ronald Epstein 
http://online.sfsu.edu/rone/Buddhism/Yogacara/BasicVersescontents.htm 

2. THE TRANSFORMATION OF CONSCIOUSNESS INTO WISDOM IN THE CHINESE CONSCIOUSNESS-
ONLY SCHOOL ACCORDING TO THE CHENG WEI-SHI LUN by Ronald Epstein 
http://online.sfsu.edu/rone/Buddhism/Yogacara/TRANSFORMATION%20OF%20CONSCIOUSNES
S.htm 

Week 3 - The Jhanas - A Roadmap of Meditation Experiences 

READING LIST: 

1. Bare bones on the Jhanas - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dhy%C4%81na_in_Buddhism  

2. OPTIONAL: For Serious Readers who wants to investigate in-depth, read A critical analysis of 
the Jhanas of Theravandan Buddhist Mediation by Henepola Guranaratana 
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http://www.buddhanet.net/pdf_file/printguna.pdf ( This does not really cover the immaterial 
Jhanas, otherwise the Wikipedia version serves fine ;) 

Week 4 - Kundalini: Mediation Sickness/ Spiritual Emergency or Spiritual Emergence?  Pitfalls on the 
paths (what your brain is not telling you. Dispelling the myths of spiritual awakening). 

READING LIST: 

1. The Basics - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kundalini 

2. Psychiatric Diagnosis - Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV) Brief 
outline of psychiatric treatment for Religious and Spiritual Problems - 
http://www.spiritualcompetency.com/dsm4/dsmrsproblem.pdf 

3. See handout -  Clinical Psychiatry Study by Lee Sanella Ph.D. - Kundalini: Psychosis or 
Transcendene. 

4. OPTIONAL READING: 
http://www.spiritualcompetency.com/blackboard/lessons/types/kundalinitype.htm 

OPTIONAL READING: The science of mediation and how it changes your brains (list of the latest 
research which you might have to pay for if you're really interested) - 
https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/feeling-it/201309/20-scientific-reasons-start-meditating-
today 

Week 5 - Stages of Englightement - Where the heck am I?  

READING LIST: 

1. The Basics Theravada Pali Text - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Four_stages_of_enlightenment 
http://sayalaysusila.net/pages/question_and_answer_gallery 

2. The Zen Stages - ox herding -https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ten_Bulls 

3. John Veltheim - Hindu perspective on Stages of Enlightenment (see attachment to email) 

Week 6 - Fear - A hard look at the Ego's Self Defense 

READING LIST: 

1. The Basics - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fear 

2. The science - http://science.howstuffworks.com/life/inside-the-mind/emotions/fear.htm 

3. Buddhism cure for fear - https://meditationinsantabarbara.org/dealing-with-fear/ 
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Week 7 - Gradual Cultivation - Foundations of Mindfulness - Medicine for the mind Part 1 of 2 

READING LIST: 

1. The Basics - What is Vipassana? - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vipassan%C4%81 

2. Foundation of Minfulness (Pali Canon Satipatthana Sutta) -
http://www.accesstoinsight.org/lib/authors/nyanasatta/wheel019.html 

Week 8 - Gradual Cultivation - Foundations of Mindfulness - Medicine for the mind Part 2 of 2  

1. The advanced - Progress of Insight - 
http://www.accesstoinsight.org/lib/authors/mahasi/progress.html   

Week 9 - Koan Study or Just Sitting? - Which Zen Method? 

1. Faith in Mind - 3rd Patriarch Sercan - 
http://www.thezensite.com/ZenTeachings/Translations/HsinHsinMingTranslation.html (just 
read the stanza, forget the commentaries and notations) 

2. Dokusan - How to do Dharma Combat!? 

3. Teachings of master Rinzai:  

 Sometimes I take away the person but not the scene.   

 Sometimes I take away the scene but not the person.   

 Sometimes I leave them both be.   

 Sometimes I take both the scene and the person. 

4.  Question Everything (Inquiry Method) or Just observe (Shikantaza)!  

Week 10 - Intensive Solitary Zen Retreat - Getting down and dirty with the mind (sometimes we gotta 
do it). 

1. The Basics - (see handout) A guide to hacking your own mind by yourself! How to become a 
city hermit or live a forest hermitage. 

2. Or "Doing hard time in a Zen Monastery" - http://the-wanderling.com/monastery.html   

(I love this website and the many writings in it, so explore its other subjects as well, it can be 
a little odd, but the writer does a lot of time away from society in solitary retreat and hasn't 
fully integrated back to living among society). 
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Week 11 - The Heart Sutra - On the nature of Emptiness - what is Nirvana? What's the difference 
between sympathy, empathy, loving-kindness and compassion? 

1. http://plumvillage.org/news/thich-nhat-hanh-new-heart-sutra-translation/ 

Week 12 - February 8, 2016 - Lotus Take on the Practice - Guide to Enlighteneded Living - Meditation 24 
hrs a day! 

1. See email handout   

2. Having no particular point of view - willing to let go of all perspectives. 

3. Run into your fears 

4. Accept to die, accept to live! 

5. Meditate 24/7 - Vipassana or is kinda of like six yogas of Naropas (see handout) 
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